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What is this a picture of?

it looks like a 
<unknown_word> of some 
sort

How many giraffes are in 
this picture?

[Photo credit: Lucy Li (Wikipedia), dialogue: http://demo.visualdialog.org/, giraffe question: Janelle Shane]
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[Photo credit: Lucy Li (Wikipedia), dialogue: http://demo.visualdialog.org/, giraffe question: Janelle Shane]

What is this a picture of?

it looks like a 
<unknown_word> of some 
sort

How many giraffes are in 
this picture?

too many to count

http://demo.visualdialog.org/


Explaining deep networks is hard
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Explaining deep networks is hard

[Olah et al. 2017. The building blocks 
of interpretability.]
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(a) Original Image (b) Explaining Electric guitar (c) Explaining Acoustic guitar (d) Explaining Labrador

Figure 4: Explaining an image classification prediction made by Google’s Inception neural network. The top

3 classes predicted are “Electric Guitar” (p = 0.32), “Acoustic guitar” (p = 0.24) and “Labrador” (p = 0.21)

4. SUBMODULAR PICK FOR
EXPLAINING MODELS

Although an explanation of a single prediction provides
some understanding into the reliability of the classifier to the
user, it is not su�cient to evaluate and assess trust in the
model as a whole. We propose to give a global understanding
of the model by explaining a set of individual instances. This
approach is still model agnostic, and is complementary to
computing summary statistics such as held-out accuracy.
Even though explanations of multiple instances can be

insightful, these instances need to be selected judiciously,
since users may not have the time to examine a large number
of explanations. We represent the time/patience that humans
have by a budget B that denotes the number of explanations
they are willing to look at in order to understand a model.
Given a set of instances X, we define the pick step as the
task of selecting B instances for the user to inspect.

The pick step is not dependent on the existence of explana-
tions - one of the main purpose of tools like Modeltracker [1]
and others [11] is to assist users in selecting instances them-
selves, and examining the raw data and predictions. However,
since looking at raw data is not enough to understand predic-
tions and get insights, the pick step should take into account
the explanations that accompany each prediction. Moreover,
this method should pick a diverse, representative set of expla-
nations to show the user – i.e. non-redundant explanations
that represent how the model behaves globally.

Given the explanations for a set of instances X (|X| = n),
we construct an n⇥ d0 explanation matrix W that represents
the local importance of the interpretable components for
each instance. When using linear models as explanations,
for an instance xi and explanation gi = ⇠(xi), we set Wij =
|wgij |. Further, for each component (column) j in W, we
let Ij denote the global importance of that component in
the explanation space. Intuitively, we want I such that
features that explain many di↵erent instances have higher
importance scores. In Figure 5, we show a toy example W,
with n = d0 = 5, where W is binary (for simplicity). The
importance function I should score feature f2 higher than
feature f1, i.e. I2 > I1, since feature f2 is used to explain
more instances. Concretely for the text applications, we set
Ij =

pPn
i=1 Wij . For images, I must measure something

that is comparable across the super-pixels in di↵erent images,

Figure 5: Toy example W. Rows represent in-

stances (documents) and columns represent features

(words). Feature f2 (dotted blue) has the highest im-

portance. Rows 2 and 5 (in red) would be selected

by the pick procedure, covering all but feature f1.

Algorithm 2 Submodular pick (SP) algorithm

Require: Instances X, Budget B
for all xi 2 X do

Wi  explain(xi, x
0
i) . Using Algorithm 1

end for

for j 2 {1 . . . d0} do

Ij  
pPn

i=1 |Wij | . Compute feature importances
end for

V  {}
while |V | < B do . Greedy optimization of Eq (4)

V  V [ argmaxi c(V [ {i},W, I)
end while

return V

such as color histograms or other features of super-pixels; we
leave further exploration of these ideas for future work.

While we want to pick instances that cover the important
components, the set of explanations must not be redundant
in the components they show the users, i.e. avoid selecting
instances with similar explanations. In Figure 5, after the
second row is picked, the third row adds no value, as the
user has already seen features f2 and f3 - while the last row
exposes the user to completely new features. Selecting the
second and last row results in the coverage of almost all the
features. We formalize this non-redundant coverage intuition
in Eq. (3), where we define coverage as the set function c
that, given W and I, computes the total importance of the
features that appear in at least one instance in a set V .

electric guitar [Ribeiro et al. 2016. LIME.]

[Olah et al. 2017. The building blocks 
of interpretability.]

What aspect of this 
region is relevant?

What do these pictures 
have in common?
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moderate pulmonary edema

[Chauhan et al. 2020. Joint Modeling of Chest Radiographs and Radiology Reports for Pulmonary Edema Assessment]



What are explanations for?

Communicating: 

Model safety and potential vulnerabilities 

Changes needed to produce desired outputs 

Actions that users should take in collaborative 
settings



Communicating explanations
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such as color histograms or other features of super-pixels; we
leave further exploration of these ideas for future work.

While we want to pick instances that cover the important
components, the set of explanations must not be redundant
in the components they show the users, i.e. avoid selecting
instances with similar explanations. In Figure 5, after the
second row is picked, the third row adds no value, as the
user has already seen features f2 and f3 - while the last row
exposes the user to completely new features. Selecting the
second and last row results in the coverage of almost all the
features. We formalize this non-redundant coverage intuition
in Eq. (3), where we define coverage as the set function c
that, given W and I, computes the total importance of the
features that appear in at least one instance in a set V .

the fretboard is gray mammals with  
black noses

interstitial abnormality 
with peribronchal 

cuffing

[c.f. Bansal et al. 2020. Does the Whole Exceed its Parts? 
       Zaidan et al. 2007. Using “Annotator Rationales” to Improve Machine Learning for Text Categorization.]



Explanation as translation



Multi-agent communication



Neuralese

 1.0  2.3 
-0.3  0.4 
-1.2  1.1

[Sukhbataar et al. 16. Learning multiagent communication with backpropagation.]



Translating neuralese
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all clear

[e.g. Koehn 10. Phrase-based statistical machine translation.]



A statistical MT problem

max p(     |     ) p(     )0 a a
a

 1.0  2.3 
-0.3  0.4 
-1.2  1.1

all clear

“looks like English”

“looks like a translation”

[e.g. Koehn 10. Phrase-based statistical machine translation.]



A statistical MT problem

all clear

p(     |     )ñ ap(     )a

listo

I’m going north voy al norte

. . .

. . .



A statistical MT problem

How do we induce a translation model?



A “semantic MT” problem

I’m going 
north

The meaning of an utterance is given by its truth conditions

[Davidson 67. Truth and meaning.]
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A “semantic MT” problem

0.4 0.2 0.001

I’m going 
north

The meaning of an utterance is given by its truth conditions

→ the distribution over states in which it is uttered

[Beltagy et al. 14. Efficient  
Markov Logic Inference for  
Natural Language Semantics]



A “semantic MT” problem

0.4 0.2 0.001

I’m going 
north

The meaning of an utterance is given by its truth conditions

→ the distribution over states in which it is uttered

or equivalently, → the belief it induces in listeners

[Frank et al. 09. Informative  
communication in word production  
and word learning.]



Translating via belief

 1.0  2.3 
-0.3  0.4 
-1.2  1.1



Translating via belief
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-1.2  1.1

in the 
intersection
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Translating via belief

 1.0  2.3 
-0.3  0.4 
-1.2  1.1

argmin
a   δ(           ||           )p(x|    ) p(x|    )a 0 

[A, Dragan and Klein 17. Translating neuralese.]

I’m going 
north

I’m going 
north

I’m going 
north



actions &
messages

agent 
policy

agent 
model

Computing beliefs



Computing beliefs

actions &
messages

human 
policy

human 
model



Translating via belief

 1.0  2.3 
-0.3  0.4 
-1.2  1.1

I’m going 
north

I’m going 
north

I’m going 
north



Reference games

 1.0  2.3 
-0.3  0.4 
-1.2  1.1



Evaluation: translator-in-the-loop

 1.0  2.3 
-0.3  0.4 
-1.2  1.1

orange bird 
with black 

face



Example translations: image classification

alization and ablation techniques used in previous
work on understanding complex models (Strobelt
et al., 2016; Ribeiro et al., 2016).

While structurally quite similar to the task of
machine translation between pairs of human lan-
guages, interpretation of neuralese poses a number
of novel challenges. First, there is no natural source
of parallel data: there are no bilingual “speakers”
of both neuralese and natural language. Second,
there may not be a direct correspondence between
the strategy employed by humans and CDP agents:
even if it were constrained to communicate using
natural language, an automated agent might choose
to produce a different message from humans in a
given state. We tackle both of these challenges by
appealing to the grounding of messages in game-
play. Our approach is based on one of the core
insights in natural language semantics: messages
(whether in neuralese or natural language) have
similar meanings when they induce similar beliefs

about the state of the world. We explore several
related questions:

• What makes a good translation, and under
what conditions is translation possible at all
(Section 4)?

• How can we build a model to translate
between neuralese and natural language
(Section 5)?

• How does this model trade off the compet-
ing demands of translatability and accuracy in
learned policies (Section 6)?

We conclude by applying our approach to agents
trained on a number of different tasks, finding that
it outperforms a more conventional machine trans-
lation criterion both when attempting to interoper-
ate with a neuralese speaker and when predicting
its hidden state.

2 Related work

A variety of approaches for learning deep policies
with communication were proposed essentially si-
multaneously in the past year. We have broadly
labeled these as “communicating deep policies”;
concrete examples include Lazaridou et al. (2016b),
Foerster et al. (2016), and Sukhbaatar et al. (2016).
The policy representation we employ in this paper
is similar to the latter two of these, although the
general framework is agnostic to low-level model-
ing details and could be straightforwardly applied

to other architectures. Analysis of communication
strategies in all these papers has been largely ad-
hoc, obtained by clustering states from which simi-
lar messages are emitted and attempting to manu-
ally assign semantics to these clusters. The present
work aims at developing tools for performing this
analysis automatically.

Most closely related to our approach is that of
Lazaridou et al. (2016a), who also develop a model
for assigning natural language interpretations to
learned messages; however, this approach relies
on a combination of supervised cluster labels and
is targeted specifically towards referring expres-
sion games. Here we attempt to develop an ap-
proach that can handle general multiagent interac-
tions without assuming a prior discrete structure in
space of observations.

The literature on learning decentralized multi-
agent policies in general is considerably larger
(Bernstein et al., 2002; Dibangoye et al., 2016).
This includes work focused on communication in
multiagent settings (Roth et al., 2005) and even
communication using natural language messages
(Vogel et al., 2013b). All of these approaches em-
ploy structured communication schemes with man-
ually engineered messaging protocols; these are, in
some sense, automatically interpretable, but at the
cost of introducing considerable complexity into
both training and inference.

Our evaluation in this paper investigates com-
munication strategies that arise in a number of dif-
ferent games, including reference games and an
extended-horizon driving game. Communication
strategies for reference games were previosly ex-
plored by Vogel et al. (2013a), Andreas and Klein
(2016) and Kazemzadeh et al. (2014), and refer-

large bird,   black wings,   black crown

small brown,   light brown,   dark brown

Figure 2: Preview of our approach—best-scoring translations
generated for a reference game involving images of birds.
The speaking agent’s goal is to send a message that uniquely
identifies the bird on the left. From these translations it can be
seen that the learned model appears to discriminate based on
coarse attributes like size and color.
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Example translations: driving

(a)

as speaker
R H

as
lis

te
ne

r R 1.00
0.50 random
0.70 direct
0.73 belief (ours)

H*
0.50

0.830.72
0.86

(b)

as speaker
R H

as
lis

te
ne

r R 0.95
0.50 random
0.55 direct
0.60 belief (ours)

H*
0.5

0.710.57
0.75

Table 1: Evaluation results for reference games. (a) The colors
task. (b) The birds task. Whether the model human is in a
listener or speaker role, translation based on belief matching
outperforms both random and machine translation baselines.

R / R H / H R / H

1.93 / 0.71 — / 0.77
1.35 / 0.64
1.49 / 0.67
1.54 / 0.67

Table 2: Behavior evaluation results for the driving game.
Scores are presented in the form “reward / completion rate”.
While less accurate than either humans or CDPs with a shared
language, the models that employ a translation layer obtain
higher reward and a greater overall success rate than baselines.

Reference games Results for the two reference
games are shown in Table 1. The end-to-end trained
model achieves nearly perfect accuracy in both
cases, while a model trained to communicate in
natural language achieves somewhat lower perfor-
mance. Regardless of whether the speaker is a CDP
and the listener a model human or vice-versa, trans-
lation based on the belief-matching criterion in Sec-
tion 5 achieves the best performance; indeed, when
translating from neuralese to natural language, the
listener is able to achieve a higher score than it is
natively. This suggests that the automated agent
has discovered a more effective strategy than the
one demonstrated by humans in the dataset, and
that the effectiveness of this strategy is preserved
by translation. Example translations from the refer-
ence games are depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 7.

magenta,   hot,   rose,   violet,   purple

magenta,   hot,   violet,   rose,   purple

olive,   puke,   pea,   grey,   brown

pinkish,   grey,   dull,   pale,   light

Figure 7: Best-scoring translations generated for color task.

as speaker
R H

as
lis

te
ne

r R 0.85
0.50 random
0.45 direct
0.61 belief (ours)

H*
0.5

0.770.45
0.57

Table 3: Belief evaluation results for the driving game. Driving
states are challenging to identify based on messages alone (as
evidenced by the comparatively low scores obtained by single-
language pairs) . Translation based on belief achieves the best
overall performance in both directions.

Driving game Behavior evaluation of the driving
game is shown in Table 2, and belief evaluation is
shown in Table 3. Translation of messages in the
driving game is considerably more challenging than
in the reference games, and scores are uniformly
lower; however, a clear benefit from the belief-
matching model is still visible. Belief matching
leads to higher scores on the belief evaluation in
both directions, and allows agents to obtain a higher
reward on average (though task completion rates
remain roughly the same across all agents).

Some example translations of driving game mes-
sages are shown in Figure 8.

9 Conclusion

We have investigated the problem of interpreting
message vectors from communicating deep policies
by translating them. After introducing a translation
criterion based on matching listener beliefs about
speaker states, we presented both theoretical and
empirical evidence that this criterion outperforms
a more conventional machine translation approach
at both recovering the content of message vectors
and facilitating collaboration between neuralese
and natural language speakers.

at goal,   done,   left to top

going in intersection,   proceed,   going

you first,   following,   going down

Figure 8: Best-scoring translations generated for driving task.
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listener or speaker role, translation based on belief matching
outperforms both random and machine translation baselines.

R / R H / H R / H

1.93 / 0.71 — / 0.77
1.35 / 0.64
1.49 / 0.67
1.54 / 0.67

Table 2: Behavior evaluation results for the driving game.
Scores are presented in the form “reward / completion rate”.
While less accurate than either humans or CDPs with a shared
language, the models that employ a translation layer obtain
higher reward and a greater overall success rate than baselines.

Reference games Results for the two reference
games are shown in Table 1. The end-to-end trained
model achieves nearly perfect accuracy in both
cases, while a model trained to communicate in
natural language achieves somewhat lower perfor-
mance. Regardless of whether the speaker is a CDP
and the listener a model human or vice-versa, trans-
lation based on the belief-matching criterion in Sec-
tion 5 achieves the best performance; indeed, when
translating from neuralese to natural language, the
listener is able to achieve a higher score than it is
natively. This suggests that the automated agent
has discovered a more effective strategy than the
one demonstrated by humans in the dataset, and
that the effectiveness of this strategy is preserved
by translation. Example translations from the refer-
ence games are depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 7.

magenta,   hot,   rose,   violet,   purple

magenta,   hot,   violet,   rose,   purple

olive,   puke,   pea,   grey,   brown

pinkish,   grey,   dull,   pale,   light

Figure 7: Best-scoring translations generated for color task.

as speaker
R H

as
lis

te
ne

r R 0.85
0.50 random
0.45 direct
0.61 belief (ours)

H*
0.5

0.770.45
0.57

Table 3: Belief evaluation results for the driving game. Driving
states are challenging to identify based on messages alone (as
evidenced by the comparatively low scores obtained by single-
language pairs) . Translation based on belief achieves the best
overall performance in both directions.

Driving game Behavior evaluation of the driving
game is shown in Table 2, and belief evaluation is
shown in Table 3. Translation of messages in the
driving game is considerably more challenging than
in the reference games, and scores are uniformly
lower; however, a clear benefit from the belief-
matching model is still visible. Belief matching
leads to higher scores on the belief evaluation in
both directions, and allows agents to obtain a higher
reward on average (though task completion rates
remain roughly the same across all agents).

Some example translations of driving game mes-
sages are shown in Figure 8.

9 Conclusion

We have investigated the problem of interpreting
message vectors from communicating deep policies
by translating them. After introducing a translation
criterion based on matching listener beliefs about
speaker states, we presented both theoretical and
empirical evidence that this criterion outperforms
a more conventional machine translation approach
at both recovering the content of message vectors
and facilitating collaboration between neuralese
and natural language speakers.

at goal,   done,   left to top

going in intersection,   proceed,   going

you first,   following,   going down

Figure 8: Best-scoring translations generated for driving task.

at goal 
done 
left to top

you first 
following 
going down

going in intersection 
proceed 
going
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Summary

1. Represent “meanings” of learned representations and 
features as distributions over model inputs, and generate 
explanations by summarizing these distributions with 
language.
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Fig. 1. Samples from the Broden Dataset. The ground truth for each concept is a pixel-wise dense annotation.
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Fig. 2. Scoring unit interpretability by evaluating the unit for semantic
segmentation.

bilinear interpolation, anchoring interpolants at the center of each
unit’s receptive field.

Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet

context, puzzle, egomotion,
tracking, moving, videoorder,
audio, crosschannel,colorization.
objectcentric, transinv.

to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Fig. 2. Scoring unit interpretability by evaluating the unit for semantic
segmentation.

bilinear interpolation, anchoring interpolants at the center of each
unit’s receptive field.

Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet

context, puzzle, egomotion,
tracking, moving, videoorder,
audio, crosschannel,colorization.
objectcentric, transinv.

to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Fig. 2. Scoring unit interpretability by evaluating the unit for semantic
segmentation.

bilinear interpolation, anchoring interpolants at the center of each
unit’s receptive field.

Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet

context, puzzle, egomotion,
tracking, moving, videoorder,
audio, crosschannel,colorization.
objectcentric, transinv.

to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Fig. 2. Scoring unit interpretability by evaluating the unit for semantic
segmentation.

bilinear interpolation, anchoring interpolants at the center of each
unit’s receptive field.

Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet

context, puzzle, egomotion,
tracking, moving, videoorder,
audio, crosschannel,colorization.
objectcentric, transinv.

to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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bilinear interpolation, anchoring interpolants at the center of each
unit’s receptive field.

Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet

context, puzzle, egomotion,
tracking, moving, videoorder,
audio, crosschannel,colorization.
objectcentric, transinv.

to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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bilinear interpolation, anchoring interpolants at the center of each
unit’s receptive field.

Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet

context, puzzle, egomotion,
tracking, moving, videoorder,
audio, crosschannel,colorization.
objectcentric, transinv.

to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.
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Self AlexNet
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
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Self AlexNet
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet
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tracking, moving, videoorder,
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet

context, puzzle, egomotion,
tracking, moving, videoorder,
audio, crosschannel,colorization.
objectcentric, transinv.

to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us

TABLE 2
Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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Sk(x) is then thresholded into a binary segmentation: Mk(x) ⌘
Sk(x) � Tk, selecting all regions for which the activation exceeds
the threshold Tk. These segmentations are evaluated against every
concept c in the dataset by computing intersections Mk(x)\Lc(x),
for every (k, c) pair.

The score of each unit k as segmentation for concept c is
reported as a the Intersection over Union score (IoU) across all the
images in the dataset,

IoUk,c =

P
|Mk(x) \ Lc(x)|P
|Mk(x) [ Lc(x)|

, (1)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Because the dataset contains
some types of labels which are not present on some subsets of
inputs, the sums are computed only on the subset of images that
have at least one labeled concept of the same category as c. The
value of IoUk,c is the accuracy of unit k in detecting concept
c; we consider one unit k as a detector for concept c if IoUk,c

exceeds a threshold (> 0.04). Our qualitative results are insensitive
to the IoU threshold: different thresholds denote different numbers
of units as concept detectors across all the networks but relative
orderings remain stable. Given that one unit might be the detector
for multiple concepts, here we choose the top ranked label. To
quantify the interpretability of a layer, we count the number of
unique concepts aligned with units, i.e. unique detectors.

Figure 2 summarizes the whole process of scoring unit
interpretability: By segmenting the annotation mask using the
receptive field of units for the top activated images, we compute
the IoU for each concept. Importantly, the IoU which evaluates the
quality of the segmentation of a unit is an objective confidence score
for interpretability that is comparable across networks, enabling us
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Collection of tested CNN Models

Training Network dataset or task
none AlexNet random

Supervised

AlexNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
GoogLeNet ImageNet, Places205, Places365.

VGG-16 ImageNet, Places205, Places365, Hybrid.
ResNet-152 ImageNet, Places365.

DenseNet-161 ImageNet, Places365.

Self AlexNet

context, puzzle, egomotion,
tracking, moving, videoorder,
audio, crosschannel,colorization.
objectcentric, transinv.

to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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to compare interpretability of different representations and so lays
the basis for the experiments below. Note that network dissection
results depends on the underlying vocabulary: if a unit matches a
human-understandable concept that is absent from Broden, that unit
will not score well for interpretability. Future versions of Broden
will include a larger vocabulary of visual concepts.

3 EXPERIMENTS OF INTERPRETING DEEP VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to interpret the
internal representations of deep visual representations. In Sec.3.1,
we validate our method using human evaluation. In Sec.3.2 we
use random unitary rotations of a learned representation to test
whether interpretability of CNNs is an axis-independent property;
we find that it is not, and we conclude that interpretability is not
an inevitable result of the discriminative power of a representation.
In Sec.3.3 we analyze all the convolutional layers of AlexNet
as trained on ImageNet [38] and Places [39]. We confirm that
our method reveals detectors for higher-level semantic concepts
at higher layers and lower-level concepts at lower layers; and
that more detectors for higher-level concepts emerge under scene
training. Then, we show that different network architectures such
as AlexNet, VGG, and ResNet yield different interpretability, and
differently supervised training tasks and self-supervised training
tasks also yield a variety of levels of interpretability in Sec.3.4.
Additionally in Sec.3.5 we show the interpretability of model
trained from captioning images. Another set of experiments
shows the impact of different training conditions in Sec.3.6
and what happens during the transfer learning in Sec.3.7. We
further examine the relationship between discriminative power
and interpretability in Sec.3.9, and investigate a possible way to
improve the interpretability of CNNs by increasing their width in
Sec.3.8. Finally in Sec.3.10, we utilize the interpretable units as
explanatory factors to the prediction given by a CNN.

For testing we used CNN models with different architectures
and primary tasks (Table 2), including AlexNet [38], GoogLeNet
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length. The line indicates mean IoU. N = 1 is
equivalent to NetDissect [5]; IoU scores steadily
increase as max formula length increases.

Unit 106  bullring OR pitch OR volleyball court 
OR batters box OR baseball stadium OR baseball 
field OR tennis court OR badminton court AND 
(NOT football field) AND (NOT railing)
IoU 0.05 → 0.12 → 0.17

Figure 4: NetDissect [5] assigns unit 106 the la-
bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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Figure 4: NetDissect [5] assigns unit 106 the la-
bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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Figure 4: NetDissect [5] assigns unit 106 the la-
bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
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0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137
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for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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Figure 4: NetDissect [5] assigns unit 106 the la-
bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137
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NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157
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hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128
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as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
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0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137
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for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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Figure 4: NetDissect [5] assigns unit 106 the la-
bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137
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statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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(e) logical forms L(x)

(d) concepts C(x)
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Intersection
Neuron + Concept

(f) IoU

(b) neuron f483(x)

(a) inputs x
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Figure 1: Given a set of inputs (a) and scalar neuron activations (b) converted into binary masks (c),
we generate an explanation via beam search, starting with an inventory of primitive concepts (d), then
incrementally building up more complex logical forms (e). We attempt to maximize the IoU score of
an explanation (f); depicted is the IoU of M483(x) and (water OR river) AND NOT blue.

quality and interpretability of these learned concepts relate to model performance? Third, can we use39

the logical concepts encoded by neurons to control model behavior in predictable ways? We find that:40

1. Neurons learn compositional concepts: in image classification, we identify neurons that41

learn meaningful perceptual abstractions (e.g. tall structures) and others that fire for unrelated42

concepts. In natural language inference (NLI), we show that shallow heuristics (based on43

e.g. gender and lexical overlap) are not only learned, but reified in individual neurons.44

2. Compositional explanations help predict model accuracy, but interpretability is not always45

associated with accurate classification: in image classification, human-interpretable ab-46

stractions are correlated with model performance, but in NLI, neurons that reflect shallower47

heuristics are anticorrelated with performance.48

3. Compositional explanations allow users to predictably manipulate model behavior: we49

can generate crude “copy-paste” adversarial examples based on inserting words and image50

patches to target individual neurons, in contrast to black-box approaches [1, 36, 37].51

2 Generating compositional explanations52

Consider a neural network model f that maps inputs x to vector representations r 2 Rd. f might53

be a prefix of a convolutional network trained for image classification or a sentence embedding54

model trained for a language processing task. Now consider an individual neuron fn(x) 2 R and its55

activation on a set of concrete inputs (e.g. ResNet-18 [15] layer 4 unit 483; Figure 1a–b). How might56

we explain this neuron’s behavior in human-understandable terms?57

The intuition underlying our approach is shared with the NetDissect procedure of Bau et al. [5];58

here we describe a generalized version. The core of this intuition is that a good explanation is a59

description (e.g. a named category or property) that identifies the same inputs for which fn activates.60

Formally, assume we have a space of pre-defined atomic concepts C 2 C where each concept is a61

function C : x 7! {0, 1} indicating whether x is an instance of C. For image pixels, concepts are62

image segmentation masks; for the water concept, C(x) is 1 when x is an image region containing63

water (Figure 1d). Given some measure � of the similarity between neuron activations and concepts,64

NetDissect explains the neuron fn by searching for the concept C that is most similar:65

EXPLAIN-NETDISSECT(n) = argmax
C2C

�(n,C). (1)

While � can be arbitrary, Bau et al. [5] first threshold the continuous neuron activations fn(x) into66

binary masks Mn(x) 2 {0, 1} (Figure 1c). This can be done a priori (e.g. for post-ReLU activations,67

thresholding above 0), or by dynamically thresholding above a neuron-specific percentile. We can68

then compare binary neuron masks and concepts with the Intersection over Union score (IoU, or69

Jaccard similarity; Figure 1f):70

�(n,C) , IoU(n,C) =
⇥X

x

(Mn(x) ^ C(x))
⇤ � ⇥X

x

(Mn(x) _ C(x))
⇤
. (2)

2
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Figure 1: Given a set of inputs (a) and scalar neuron activations (b) converted into binary masks (c),
we generate an explanation via beam search, starting with an inventory of primitive concepts (d), then
incrementally building up more complex logical forms (e). We attempt to maximize the IoU score of
an explanation (f); depicted is the IoU of M483(x) and (water OR river) AND NOT blue.

quality and interpretability of these learned concepts relate to model performance? Third, can we use39

the logical concepts encoded by neurons to control model behavior in predictable ways? We find that:40

1. Neurons learn compositional concepts: in image classification, we identify neurons that41

learn meaningful perceptual abstractions (e.g. tall structures) and others that fire for unrelated42

concepts. In natural language inference (NLI), we show that shallow heuristics (based on43

e.g. gender and lexical overlap) are not only learned, but reified in individual neurons.44

2. Compositional explanations help predict model accuracy, but interpretability is not always45

associated with accurate classification: in image classification, human-interpretable ab-46

stractions are correlated with model performance, but in NLI, neurons that reflect shallower47

heuristics are anticorrelated with performance.48

3. Compositional explanations allow users to predictably manipulate model behavior: we49

can generate crude “copy-paste” adversarial examples based on inserting words and image50

patches to target individual neurons, in contrast to black-box approaches [1, 36, 37].51

2 Generating compositional explanations52

Consider a neural network model f that maps inputs x to vector representations r 2 Rd. f might53

be a prefix of a convolutional network trained for image classification or a sentence embedding54

model trained for a language processing task. Now consider an individual neuron fn(x) 2 R and its55

activation on a set of concrete inputs (e.g. ResNet-18 [15] layer 4 unit 483; Figure 1a–b). How might56

we explain this neuron’s behavior in human-understandable terms?57

The intuition underlying our approach is shared with the NetDissect procedure of Bau et al. [5];58

here we describe a generalized version. The core of this intuition is that a good explanation is a59

description (e.g. a named category or property) that identifies the same inputs for which fn activates.60

Formally, assume we have a space of pre-defined atomic concepts C 2 C where each concept is a61

function C : x 7! {0, 1} indicating whether x is an instance of C. For image pixels, concepts are62

image segmentation masks; for the water concept, C(x) is 1 when x is an image region containing63

water (Figure 1d). Given some measure � of the similarity between neuron activations and concepts,64

NetDissect explains the neuron fn by searching for the concept C that is most similar:65

EXPLAIN-NETDISSECT(n) = argmax
C2C

�(n,C). (1)

While � can be arbitrary, Bau et al. [5] first threshold the continuous neuron activations fn(x) into66

binary masks Mn(x) 2 {0, 1} (Figure 1c). This can be done a priori (e.g. for post-ReLU activations,67

thresholding above 0), or by dynamically thresholding above a neuron-specific percentile. We can68

then compare binary neuron masks and concepts with the Intersection over Union score (IoU, or69

Jaccard similarity; Figure 1f):70
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stractions are correlated with model performance, but in NLI, neurons that reflect shallower47
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can generate crude “copy-paste” adversarial examples based on inserting words and image50

patches to target individual neurons, in contrast to black-box approaches [1, 36, 37].51
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Figure 3: Distribution of IoU versus max formula
length. The line indicates mean IoU. N = 1 is
equivalent to NetDissect [5]; IoU scores steadily
increase as max formula length increases.

Unit 106  bullring OR pitch OR volleyball court 
OR batters box OR baseball stadium OR baseball 
field OR tennis court OR badminton court AND 
(NOT football field) AND (NOT railing)
IoU 0.05 → 0.12 → 0.17

Figure 4: NetDissect [5] assigns unit 106 the la-
bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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Figure 3: Distribution of IoU versus max formula
length. The line indicates mean IoU. N = 1 is
equivalent to NetDissect [5]; IoU scores steadily
increase as max formula length increases.

Unit 106  bullring OR pitch OR volleyball court 
OR batters box OR baseball stadium OR baseball 
field OR tennis court OR badminton court AND 
(NOT football field) AND (NOT railing)
IoU 0.05 → 0.12 → 0.17

Figure 4: NetDissect [5] assigns unit 106 the la-
bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137
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we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146
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sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157
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bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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Figure 4: NetDissect [5] assigns unit 106 the la-
bel bullring, but in reality it is detects general
sports fields, except football fields, as revealed
by the length 3 and length 10 explanations.

RNN features are learned early and are often quite distant from the final sentence representation used120

for prediction. Instead, we analyze the MLP component, probing the 1024 neurons of the penultimate121

hidden layer for sentence-level explanations, so our inputs x are premise-hypothesis pairs.122

We use the SNLI validation set as our probing dataset (10K examples). As our features, we take the123

Penn Treebank part of speech tags (labeled by SpaCy1) and the 2000 most common words appearing124

in the dataset. For each of these we create 2 concepts that indicate whether the word or part-of-speech125

appears in the premise or hypothesis. Additionally, to detect whether models are using lexical overlap126

heuristics [25], we define 4 concepts indicating that the premise and hypothesis have more than 0%,127

25%, 50%, or 75% overlap, as measured by IoU between the unique words.128

For our composition operators, we keep AND, OR, and NOT; in addition, to capture the idea that129

neurons might fire for groups of words with similar meanings, we introduce the unary NEIGHBORS130

operator. Given a word feature C, let the neighborhood N (C) be the set of 5 closest words C 0 to C,131

as measured by their cosine distance in GloVe embedding space [28]. Then, NEIGHBORS(C)(x) =132 W
C02N (C) C

0(x) (i.e. the logical OR across all neighbors). Finally, since these are post-ReLU133

activations, instead of dynamically thresholding we simply define our neuron masks Mn(x) =134

(fn(x) > 0). There are many “dead” neurons in the model, and some neurons fire more often than135

others; we limit our analysis to neurons that activate reliably across the dataset, defined as being136

active at least 500 times (5%) across the 10K examples probed.137

4 Do neurons learn compositional concepts?138

Image Classification. Figure 3 (left) plots the distribution of IoU scores for the best concepts found139

for each neuron as we increase the maximum formula length N . When N = 1, we get EXPLAIN-140

NETDISSECT, with a mean IoU of 0.059; as N increases, IoU increases up to 0.099 at N = 10, a141

statistically significant 68% increase (p = 2⇥ 10�9). We see diminishing returns after length 10, so142

we conduct the rest of our analysis with length 10 logical forms. The increased explanation quality143

suggests that our compositional explanations indeed detect behavior beyond simple atomic labels:144

Figure 4 shows an example of a bullring detector which is actually revealed to detect fields in general.145

We can now answer our first question from the introduction: are neurons learning meaningful146

abstractions, or firing for unrelated concepts? Both happen: we manually inspected a random147

sample of 128 neurons in the network and their length 10 explanations, and found that 69% learned148

some meaningful combination of concepts, while 31% were polysemantic, firing for at least some149

unrelated concepts. The 88 “meaningful” neurons fell into 3 categories (examples in Figure 5; more150

in Appendix A):151

1. 50 (57%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is also lexically coherent, in that the primitive152

words in the explanation are semantically related (e.g. to towers or bathrooms; Figure 5a).153

2. 28 (32%) learn a perceptual abstraction that is not lexically coherent, as the primitives are154

not obviously semantically related. For example, cradle OR autobus OR fire escape155

is a vertical rails detector, but we have no annotations of vertical rails in Broden (Figure 5b).156

3. 10 (12%) have the form L1 AND NOT L2, which we call specialization. They detect more157

specific variants of Broden concepts (e.g. (water OR river) AND NOT blue; Figure 5c).158
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Semantic neurons

Unit 192 skyscraper OR lighthouse OR water tower
IoU 0.06

Unit 310 sink OR bathtub OR toilet
IoU 0.16

Unit 483 (water OR river) AND NOT blue
IoU 0.13

Unit 432 attic AND (NOT floor) AND (NOT bed)
IoU 0.15

Unit 102 cradle OR autobus OR fire escape
IoU 0.12

Unit 321 ball pit OR orchard OR bounce game
IoU 0.12

Unit 439 bakery OR bank vault OR shopfront
IoU 0.08

Unit 314 operating room OR castle OR bathroom
IoU 0.05

(a) abstraction (lexical and perceptual) 

(b) abstraction (perceptual only) 

(c) specialization 

(d) polysemanticity

Figure 5: Image classification explanations categorized by semantically coherent abstraction (a–b)
and specialization (c), and unrelated polysemanticity (d). For clarity, logical forms are length N = 3.

Unit 870 (gender-sensitive)

((((NOT hyp:man) AND pre:man) OR hyp:eating) 
AND (NOT pre:woman)) OR hyp:dancing
IoU 0.123 wentail -0.046 wneutral -0.021 wcontra 0.040

Pre A guy pointing at a giant blackberry.
Hyp A woman tearing down a giant display.
Act 29.31 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man in a hat is working with…flowers.
Hyp Women are working with flowers.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 15 (sitting only in hypothesis)

hyp:eating OR hyp:sitting OR hyp:sleeping
OR hyp:sits AND (NOT pre:sits)
IoU 0.239 wentail -0.083 wneutral -0.059 wcontra 0.086

Pre A person…is walking through an airport.
Hyp A woman sits in the lobby waiting on the doctor.
Act 30.68 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man jumps over another man…
Hyp Two men are sitting down, watching the game.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 99 (high overlap)

((NOT hyp:JJ) AND overlap-75% AND (NOT 
pre:people)) OR pre:basket OR pre:tv
IoU 0.118 wentail 0.043 wneutral -0.029 wcontra -0.021

Pre A woman in a light blue jacket is riding a bike.
Hyp A women in a jacket riding a bike.
Act 19.13 True entail Pred entail
Pre A girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Hyp There is a girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Act 17.84 True entail Pred entail

Unit 473 (unclear)

((NOT hyp:sleeping) AND (pre:NN OR pre:NNS)) 
AND (NOT hyp:alone) AND (NOT hyp:nobody)
IoU 0.586 wentail 0.020 wneutral 0.016 wcontra -0.050

Pre A gentleman in a striped shirt gesturing with a stick…
Hyp A gentleman in a striped shirt joyously gesturing.
Act 31.62 True neutral Pred neutral
Pre An Asian man in a…uniform diving…in a game.
Hyp A person in a uniform does something.
Act 29.76 True neutral Pred entail

Figure 6: NLI length 5 explanations. For each neuron, we show the explanation (e.g. pre:x indicates
x appears in the premise), IoU, class weights w{entail,neutral,contra}, and activations for 2 examples.

The observation that IoU scores do not increase substantially past length 10 corroborates the finding of159

[12], who also note that few neurons detect more than 10 unique concepts in a model. Our procedure,160

however, allows us to more precisely characterize whether these neurons detect abstractions or161

unrelated disjunctions of concepts, and identify more interesting cases of behavior (e.g. specialization).162

While composition of Broden annotations explains a majority of the abstractions learned, there is163

still considerable unexplained behavior. The remaining behavior could be due to noisy activations,164

neuron misclassifications, or detection of concepts absent from Broden.165
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((((NOT hyp:man) AND pre:man) OR hyp:eating) 
AND (NOT pre:woman)) OR hyp:dancing
IoU 0.123 wentail -0.046 wneutral -0.021 wcontra 0.040

Pre A guy pointing at a giant blackberry.
Hyp A woman tearing down a giant display.
Act 29.31 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man in a hat is working with…flowers.
Hyp Women are working with flowers.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 15 (sitting only in hypothesis)

hyp:eating OR hyp:sitting OR hyp:sleeping
OR hyp:sits AND (NOT pre:sits)
IoU 0.239 wentail -0.083 wneutral -0.059 wcontra 0.086

Pre A person…is walking through an airport.
Hyp A woman sits in the lobby waiting on the doctor.
Act 30.68 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man jumps over another man…
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((NOT hyp:JJ) AND overlap-75% AND (NOT 
pre:people)) OR pre:basket OR pre:tv
IoU 0.118 wentail 0.043 wneutral -0.029 wcontra -0.021

Pre A woman in a light blue jacket is riding a bike.
Hyp A women in a jacket riding a bike.
Act 19.13 True entail Pred entail
Pre A girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Hyp There is a girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Act 17.84 True entail Pred entail

Unit 473 (unclear)

((NOT hyp:sleeping) AND (pre:NN OR pre:NNS)) 
AND (NOT hyp:alone) AND (NOT hyp:nobody)
IoU 0.586 wentail 0.020 wneutral 0.016 wcontra -0.050

Pre A gentleman in a striped shirt gesturing with a stick…
Hyp A gentleman in a striped shirt joyously gesturing.
Act 31.62 True neutral Pred neutral
Pre An Asian man in a…uniform diving…in a game.
Hyp A person in a uniform does something.
Act 29.76 True neutral Pred entail

Figure 6: NLI length 5 explanations. For each neuron, we show the explanation (e.g. pre:x indicates
x appears in the premise), IoU, class weights w{entail,neutral,contra}, and activations for 2 examples.

The observation that IoU scores do not increase substantially past length 10 corroborates the finding of159

[12], who also note that few neurons detect more than 10 unique concepts in a model. Our procedure,160

however, allows us to more precisely characterize whether these neurons detect abstractions or161

unrelated disjunctions of concepts, and identify more interesting cases of behavior (e.g. specialization).162

While composition of Broden annotations explains a majority of the abstractions learned, there is163

still considerable unexplained behavior. The remaining behavior could be due to noisy activations,164

neuron misclassifications, or detection of concepts absent from Broden.165
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Figure 5: Image classification explanations categorized by semantically coherent abstraction (a–b)
and specialization (c), and unrelated polysemanticity (d). For clarity, logical forms are length N = 3.

Unit 870 (gender-sensitive)

((((NOT hyp:man) AND pre:man) OR hyp:eating) 
AND (NOT pre:woman)) OR hyp:dancing
IoU 0.123 wentail -0.046 wneutral -0.021 wcontra 0.040

Pre A guy pointing at a giant blackberry.
Hyp A woman tearing down a giant display.
Act 29.31 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man in a hat is working with…flowers.
Hyp Women are working with flowers.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 15 (sitting only in hypothesis)

hyp:eating OR hyp:sitting OR hyp:sleeping
OR hyp:sits AND (NOT pre:sits)
IoU 0.239 wentail -0.083 wneutral -0.059 wcontra 0.086

Pre A person…is walking through an airport.
Hyp A woman sits in the lobby waiting on the doctor.
Act 30.68 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man jumps over another man…
Hyp Two men are sitting down, watching the game.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 99 (high overlap)

((NOT hyp:JJ) AND overlap-75% AND (NOT 
pre:people)) OR pre:basket OR pre:tv
IoU 0.118 wentail 0.043 wneutral -0.029 wcontra -0.021

Pre A woman in a light blue jacket is riding a bike.
Hyp A women in a jacket riding a bike.
Act 19.13 True entail Pred entail
Pre A girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Hyp There is a girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Act 17.84 True entail Pred entail

Unit 473 (unclear)

((NOT hyp:sleeping) AND (pre:NN OR pre:NNS)) 
AND (NOT hyp:alone) AND (NOT hyp:nobody)
IoU 0.586 wentail 0.020 wneutral 0.016 wcontra -0.050

Pre A gentleman in a striped shirt gesturing with a stick…
Hyp A gentleman in a striped shirt joyously gesturing.
Act 31.62 True neutral Pred neutral
Pre An Asian man in a…uniform diving…in a game.
Hyp A person in a uniform does something.
Act 29.76 True neutral Pred entail

Figure 6: NLI length 5 explanations. For each neuron, we show the explanation (e.g. pre:x indicates
x appears in the premise), IoU, class weights w{entail,neutral,contra}, and activations for 2 examples.

The observation that IoU scores do not increase substantially past length 10 corroborates the finding of159

[12], who also note that few neurons detect more than 10 unique concepts in a model. Our procedure,160

however, allows us to more precisely characterize whether these neurons detect abstractions or161

unrelated disjunctions of concepts, and identify more interesting cases of behavior (e.g. specialization).162

While composition of Broden annotations explains a majority of the abstractions learned, there is163

still considerable unexplained behavior. The remaining behavior could be due to noisy activations,164

neuron misclassifications, or detection of concepts absent from Broden.165
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Figure 5: Image classification explanations categorized by semantically coherent abstraction (a–b)
and specialization (c), and unrelated polysemanticity (d). For clarity, logical forms are length N = 3.

Unit 870 (gender-sensitive)

((((NOT hyp:man) AND pre:man) OR hyp:eating) 
AND (NOT pre:woman)) OR hyp:dancing
IoU 0.123 wentail -0.046 wneutral -0.021 wcontra 0.040

Pre A guy pointing at a giant blackberry.
Hyp A woman tearing down a giant display.
Act 29.31 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man in a hat is working with…flowers.
Hyp Women are working with flowers.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 15 (sitting only in hypothesis)

hyp:eating OR hyp:sitting OR hyp:sleeping
OR hyp:sits AND (NOT pre:sits)
IoU 0.239 wentail -0.083 wneutral -0.059 wcontra 0.086

Pre A person…is walking through an airport.
Hyp A woman sits in the lobby waiting on the doctor.
Act 30.68 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man jumps over another man…
Hyp Two men are sitting down, watching the game.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 99 (high overlap)

((NOT hyp:JJ) AND overlap-75% AND (NOT 
pre:people)) OR pre:basket OR pre:tv
IoU 0.118 wentail 0.043 wneutral -0.029 wcontra -0.021

Pre A woman in a light blue jacket is riding a bike.
Hyp A women in a jacket riding a bike.
Act 19.13 True entail Pred entail
Pre A girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Hyp There is a girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Act 17.84 True entail Pred entail

Unit 473 (unclear)

((NOT hyp:sleeping) AND (pre:NN OR pre:NNS)) 
AND (NOT hyp:alone) AND (NOT hyp:nobody)
IoU 0.586 wentail 0.020 wneutral 0.016 wcontra -0.050

Pre A gentleman in a striped shirt gesturing with a stick…
Hyp A gentleman in a striped shirt joyously gesturing.
Act 31.62 True neutral Pred neutral
Pre An Asian man in a…uniform diving…in a game.
Hyp A person in a uniform does something.
Act 29.76 True neutral Pred entail

Figure 6: NLI length 5 explanations. For each neuron, we show the explanation (e.g. pre:x indicates
x appears in the premise), IoU, class weights w{entail,neutral,contra}, and activations for 2 examples.

The observation that IoU scores do not increase substantially past length 10 corroborates the finding of159

[12], who also note that few neurons detect more than 10 unique concepts in a model. Our procedure,160

however, allows us to more precisely characterize whether these neurons detect abstractions or161

unrelated disjunctions of concepts, and identify more interesting cases of behavior (e.g. specialization).162

While composition of Broden annotations explains a majority of the abstractions learned, there is163

still considerable unexplained behavior. The remaining behavior could be due to noisy activations,164

neuron misclassifications, or detection of concepts absent from Broden.165
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Explainability and model accuracy

NLI. NLI IoU scores reveal a similar trend (Figure 3, right): as we increase the maximum formula166

length, we account for more behavior, though scores continue increasing past length 30. However,167

short explanations are already useful: Figure 6 (and Figure 9, explained later) show example length 5168

explanations. Many neurons correspond to simple decision rules based mostly on lexical features: for169

example, several neurons are gender sensitive (Unit 870), and activate for contradiction when the170

premise, but not the hypothesis, contains the word man. Others fire for verbs that are often associated171

with a specific label, such as sitting, eating, or sleeping. Many of these words have high172

pointwise mutual information (PMI) with the class prediction; as noted by [14], the top two highest173

words by PMI with contradiction are sleeping (Unit 15) and nobody (Unit 39, Figure 9). Still others174

(Unit 99) fire when there is high lexical overlap between premise and hypothesis, another heuristic175

noted in the literature [25]. Finally, there are neurons that are not well explained by this feature set176

(Unit 473). In general, we have found evidence that many neurons correspond to the kinds of simple177

heuristics [14, 25] that make NLI models brittle to out-of-distribution data [13, 22, 37]. Here, we178

demonstrate these heuristics are actually reified as individual features in deep representations.179

5 Do interpretable neurons contribute to model accuracy?180
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Figure 7: Top: neuron IoU versus model accu-
racy over inputs where the neuron is active for
vision (length 10) and NLI (length 3). Bottom:
Pearson correlation between these quantities
versus max formula length.

A natural question to ask is whether it is empirically181

desirable to have more (or less) interpretable neurons,182

with respect to the kinds of concepts identified above.183

To answer this, we measure the performance of the184

entire model on the task of interest when the neuron185

is activated. In other words, for neuron n, what is186

the model accuracy on predictions for inputs where187

Mn(x) = 1? In image classification, we find that188

the more interpretable the neuron (by IoU), the more189

accurate the model is when the neuron is active (Fig-190

ure 7, left; r = 0.31, p < 1e � 13); the correlation191

increases as the formula length increases and we are192

better able to explain neuron behavior. Given that we193

are measuring abstractions over the human-annotated194

features deemed relevant for scene classification, this195

suggests, perhaps unsurprisingly, that neurons that196

detect more interpretable concepts are more accurate.197

However, when we apply the same analysis to the198

NLI model, the opposite trend occurs: neurons that199

we are better able to explain are less accurate (Figure 7, right; r = �0.60, p < 1e�08). Unlike vision,200

most sentence-level logical descriptions recoverable by our approach are spurious by definition, as201

they are too simple compared to the true reasoning required for NLI. If a neuron can be accurately202

summarized by simple deterministic rules, this suggests the neuron is making decisions based on203

spurious correlations, which is reflected by the lower performance. Analogously, the more restricted204

our feature set (by maximum formula length), the better we capture this anticorrelation. One important205

takeaway is that the “interpretability” of these explanations is not a priori correlated with performance,206

but rather dependent on the concepts we are searching for: given the right concept space, our method207

can identify behaviors that may be correlated or anticorrelated with task performance.208

6 Can we target explanations to change model behavior?209

Finally, we see whether compositional explanations allow us to manipulate model behavior. In both210

models, we have probed the final hidden representation before a final softmax layer produces the class211

predictions. Thus, we can measure a neuron’s contribution to a specific class with the weight between212

the neuron and the class, and see whether constructing examples that activate (or inhibit) these neurons213

leads to corresponding changes in predictions. We call these “copy-paste” adversarial examples to214

differentiate them from standard adversarial examples involving imperceptible perturbations [36].215

Image Classification. Figure 8 shows some Places365 classes along with the neurons that most216

contribute to the class as measured by the connection weight. In many cases, these connections are217
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Natural language inference

Unit 192 skyscraper OR lighthouse OR water tower
IoU 0.06

Unit 310 sink OR bathtub OR toilet
IoU 0.16

Unit 483 (water OR river) AND NOT blue
IoU 0.13

Unit 432 attic AND (NOT floor) AND (NOT bed)
IoU 0.15

Unit 102 cradle OR autobus OR fire escape
IoU 0.12

Unit 321 ball pit OR orchard OR bounce game
IoU 0.12

Unit 439 bakery OR bank vault OR shopfront
IoU 0.08

Unit 314 operating room OR castle OR bathroom
IoU 0.05

(a) abstraction (lexical and perceptual) 

(b) abstraction (perceptual only) 

(c) specialization 

(d) polysemanticity

Figure 5: Image classification explanations categorized by semantically coherent abstraction (a–b)
and specialization (c), and unrelated polysemanticity (d). For clarity, logical forms are length N = 3.

Unit 870 (gender-sensitive)

((((NOT hyp:man) AND pre:man) OR hyp:eating) 
AND (NOT pre:woman)) OR hyp:dancing
IoU 0.123 wentail -0.046 wneutral -0.021 wcontra 0.040

Pre A guy pointing at a giant blackberry.
Hyp A woman tearing down a giant display.
Act 29.31 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man in a hat is working with…flowers.
Hyp Women are working with flowers.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 15 (sitting only in hypothesis)

hyp:eating OR hyp:sitting OR hyp:sleeping
OR hyp:sits AND (NOT pre:sits)
IoU 0.239 wentail -0.083 wneutral -0.059 wcontra 0.086

Pre A person…is walking through an airport.
Hyp A woman sits in the lobby waiting on the doctor.
Act 30.68 True contra Pred contra
Pre A man jumps over another man…
Hyp Two men are sitting down, watching the game.
Act 27.64 True contra Pred contra

Unit 99 (high overlap)

((NOT hyp:JJ) AND overlap-75% AND (NOT 
pre:people)) OR pre:basket OR pre:tv
IoU 0.118 wentail 0.043 wneutral -0.029 wcontra -0.021

Pre A woman in a light blue jacket is riding a bike.
Hyp A women in a jacket riding a bike.
Act 19.13 True entail Pred entail
Pre A girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Hyp There is a girl in a pumpkin dress sitting at a table.
Act 17.84 True entail Pred entail

Unit 473 (unclear)

((NOT hyp:sleeping) AND (pre:NN OR pre:NNS)) 
AND (NOT hyp:alone) AND (NOT hyp:nobody)
IoU 0.586 wentail 0.020 wneutral 0.016 wcontra -0.050

Pre A gentleman in a striped shirt gesturing with a stick…
Hyp A gentleman in a striped shirt joyously gesturing.
Act 31.62 True neutral Pred neutral
Pre An Asian man in a…uniform diving…in a game.
Hyp A person in a uniform does something.
Act 29.76 True neutral Pred entail

Figure 6: NLI length 5 explanations. For each neuron, we show the explanation (e.g. pre:x indicates
x appears in the premise), IoU, class weights w{entail,neutral,contra}, and activations for 2 examples.

The observation that IoU scores do not increase substantially past length 10 corroborates the finding of159

[12], who also note that few neurons detect more than 10 unique concepts in a model. Our procedure,160

however, allows us to more precisely characterize whether these neurons detect abstractions or161

unrelated disjunctions of concepts, and identify more interesting cases of behavior (e.g. specialization).162

While composition of Broden annotations explains a majority of the abstractions learned, there is163

still considerable unexplained behavior. The remaining behavior could be due to noisy activations,164

neuron misclassifications, or detection of concepts absent from Broden.165
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Figure 8: “copy-paste” adversarial examples for vision. For each scene, the units that contribute most
(by connection weight) are shown, along with their explanations. We target the bold explanations to
crudely modify an input image and change the prediction towards/away from the scene.

Unit 39 (nobody in hypothesis)

hyp:nobody AND (NOT pre:hair) AND (NOT 
pre:RB) AND (NOT pre:’s)
IoU 0.465 wentail -0.117 wneutral -0.053 wcontra 0.047

Pre Three women prepare a meal in a kitchen.
Orig Hyp The ladies are cooking.
Adv Hyp Nobody but the ladies are cooking.
True entail → neutral Pred entail → contra

Unit 133 (couch words in hypothesis)

NEIGHBORS(hyp:couch) OR hyp:inside OR 
hyp:home OR hyp:indoors OR hype:eating
IoU 0.202 wentail -0.125 wneutral -0.024 wcontra 0.088

Pre 5 women sit around a table doing some crafts.
Orig Hyp 5 women sit around a table.
Adv Hyp 5 women sit around a table near a couch.
True entail→ neutral Pred entail → contra

Unit 15 (sitting only in hypothesis)

hyp:eating OR hyp:sitting OR hyp:sleeping OR 
hyp:sits AND (NOT pre:sits)
IoU 0.239 wentail -0.083 wneutral -0.059 wcontra 0.086

Orig Pre A blond woman is holding 2 golf balls while     
reaching down into a golf hole.

Adv Pre A blond woman is holding 2 golf balls.
Hyp A blond woman is sitting down.
True contra → neutral Pred contra → contra

Unit 941 (inside/indoors in hypothesis)

hyp:inside OR hyp:not OR hyp:indoors OR 
hyp:moving OR hyp:something
IoU 0.151 wentail 0.086 wneutral -0.030 wcontra -0.023

Orig Pre Two people are sitting in a station.
Adv Pre Two people are sitting in a pool.
Hyp A couple of people are inside and not standing.
True entail→ neutral Pred entail→ entail

adv adv

adv adv

adv adv

advadv

Figure 9: “copy-paste” adversarial examples for NLI. Taking an example from SNLI, we construct
an adversarial (adv) premise or hypothesis which changes the true label and results in an incorrect

model prediction (original label/prediction adv��! adversarial label/prediction).

sensible; water, foliage, and rivers contribute to a swimming hole prediction; houses, staircases, and218

fire escape (objects) contribute to fire escape (scene). However, the explanations in bold involve219

polysemanticity or spurious correlations. In these cases, we found it is possible to construct a220

“copy-paste” example which uses the neuron explanation to predictably alter the prediction. In some221

cases, these adversarial examples are generalizable across networks besides the probed ResNet-18,222

causing the same behavior across AlexNet [24], ResNet-50 [15], and DenseNet-161 [21], all trained223

on Places365. For example, one major contributor to the swimming hole scene (top-left) is a neuron224

that fires for non-blue water; making the water blue switches the prediction to grotto in many models.225

The consistency of this misclassification suggests that models are detecting underlying biases in the226

training data. Other examples include a neuron contributing to clean room that also detects ice and227

igloos; putting an igloo in a corridor causes a prediction to shift from corridor to clean room, though228

this does not occur across models, suggesting that this is an artifact specific to this model.229
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Figure 8: “copy-paste” adversarial examples for vision. For each scene, the units that contribute most
(by connection weight) are shown, along with their explanations. We target the bold explanations to
crudely modify an input image and change the prediction towards/away from the scene.

Unit 39 (nobody in hypothesis)

hyp:nobody AND (NOT pre:hair) AND (NOT 
pre:RB) AND (NOT pre:’s)
IoU 0.465 wentail -0.117 wneutral -0.053 wcontra 0.047

Pre Three women prepare a meal in a kitchen.
Orig Hyp The ladies are cooking.
Adv Hyp Nobody but the ladies are cooking.
True entail → neutral Pred entail → contra

Unit 133 (couch words in hypothesis)

NEIGHBORS(hyp:couch) OR hyp:inside OR 
hyp:home OR hyp:indoors OR hype:eating
IoU 0.202 wentail -0.125 wneutral -0.024 wcontra 0.088

Pre 5 women sit around a table doing some crafts.
Orig Hyp 5 women sit around a table.
Adv Hyp 5 women sit around a table near a couch.
True entail→ neutral Pred entail → contra

Unit 15 (sitting only in hypothesis)

hyp:eating OR hyp:sitting OR hyp:sleeping OR 
hyp:sits AND (NOT pre:sits)
IoU 0.239 wentail -0.083 wneutral -0.059 wcontra 0.086

Orig Pre A blond woman is holding 2 golf balls while     
reaching down into a golf hole.

Adv Pre A blond woman is holding 2 golf balls.
Hyp A blond woman is sitting down.
True contra → neutral Pred contra → contra

Unit 941 (inside/indoors in hypothesis)

hyp:inside OR hyp:not OR hyp:indoors OR 
hyp:moving OR hyp:something
IoU 0.151 wentail 0.086 wneutral -0.030 wcontra -0.023

Orig Pre Two people are sitting in a station.
Adv Pre Two people are sitting in a pool.
Hyp A couple of people are inside and not standing.
True entail→ neutral Pred entail→ entail

adv adv

adv adv

adv adv

advadv

Figure 9: “copy-paste” adversarial examples for NLI. Taking an example from SNLI, we construct
an adversarial (adv) premise or hypothesis which changes the true label and results in an incorrect

model prediction (original label/prediction adv��! adversarial label/prediction).

sensible; water, foliage, and rivers contribute to a swimming hole prediction; houses, staircases, and218

fire escape (objects) contribute to fire escape (scene). However, the explanations in bold involve219

polysemanticity or spurious correlations. In these cases, we found it is possible to construct a220

“copy-paste” example which uses the neuron explanation to predictably alter the prediction. In some221

cases, these adversarial examples are generalizable across networks besides the probed ResNet-18,222

causing the same behavior across AlexNet [24], ResNet-50 [15], and DenseNet-161 [21], all trained223

on Places365. For example, one major contributor to the swimming hole scene (top-left) is a neuron224

that fires for non-blue water; making the water blue switches the prediction to grotto in many models.225

The consistency of this misclassification suggests that models are detecting underlying biases in the226

training data. Other examples include a neuron contributing to clean room that also detects ice and227

igloos; putting an igloo in a corridor causes a prediction to shift from corridor to clean room, though228

this does not occur across models, suggesting that this is an artifact specific to this model.229
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Figure 8: “copy-paste” adversarial examples for vision. For each scene, the units that contribute most
(by connection weight) are shown, along with their explanations. We target the bold explanations to
crudely modify an input image and change the prediction towards/away from the scene.

Unit 39 (nobody in hypothesis)

hyp:nobody AND (NOT pre:hair) AND (NOT 
pre:RB) AND (NOT pre:’s)
IoU 0.465 wentail -0.117 wneutral -0.053 wcontra 0.047

Pre Three women prepare a meal in a kitchen.
Orig Hyp The ladies are cooking.
Adv Hyp Nobody but the ladies are cooking.
True entail → neutral Pred entail → contra

Unit 133 (couch words in hypothesis)

NEIGHBORS(hyp:couch) OR hyp:inside OR 
hyp:home OR hyp:indoors OR hype:eating
IoU 0.202 wentail -0.125 wneutral -0.024 wcontra 0.088

Pre 5 women sit around a table doing some crafts.
Orig Hyp 5 women sit around a table.
Adv Hyp 5 women sit around a table near a couch.
True entail→ neutral Pred entail → contra

Unit 15 (sitting only in hypothesis)

hyp:eating OR hyp:sitting OR hyp:sleeping OR 
hyp:sits AND (NOT pre:sits)
IoU 0.239 wentail -0.083 wneutral -0.059 wcontra 0.086

Orig Pre A blond woman is holding 2 golf balls while     
reaching down into a golf hole.

Adv Pre A blond woman is holding 2 golf balls.
Hyp A blond woman is sitting down.
True contra → neutral Pred contra → contra

Unit 941 (inside/indoors in hypothesis)

hyp:inside OR hyp:not OR hyp:indoors OR 
hyp:moving OR hyp:something
IoU 0.151 wentail 0.086 wneutral -0.030 wcontra -0.023

Orig Pre Two people are sitting in a station.
Adv Pre Two people are sitting in a pool.
Hyp A couple of people are inside and not standing.
True entail→ neutral Pred entail→ entail
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Figure 9: “copy-paste” adversarial examples for NLI. Taking an example from SNLI, we construct
an adversarial (adv) premise or hypothesis which changes the true label and results in an incorrect

model prediction (original label/prediction adv��! adversarial label/prediction).

sensible; water, foliage, and rivers contribute to a swimming hole prediction; houses, staircases, and218

fire escape (objects) contribute to fire escape (scene). However, the explanations in bold involve219

polysemanticity or spurious correlations. In these cases, we found it is possible to construct a220

“copy-paste” example which uses the neuron explanation to predictably alter the prediction. In some221

cases, these adversarial examples are generalizable across networks besides the probed ResNet-18,222

causing the same behavior across AlexNet [24], ResNet-50 [15], and DenseNet-161 [21], all trained223

on Places365. For example, one major contributor to the swimming hole scene (top-left) is a neuron224

that fires for non-blue water; making the water blue switches the prediction to grotto in many models.225

The consistency of this misclassification suggests that models are detecting underlying biases in the226

training data. Other examples include a neuron contributing to clean room that also detects ice and227

igloos; putting an igloo in a corridor causes a prediction to shift from corridor to clean room, though228

this does not occur across models, suggesting that this is an artifact specific to this model.229
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Summary

1. Represent “meanings” of learned representations and 
features as distributions over model inputs, and generate 
explanations by summarizing these distributions with 
language. 

2. Compositionality matters! Lots of interpretable behaviors 
can’t be explained with a fixed vocabulary of primitives.



Are logical forms enough?

sides of cylinders

bird legs and beaks

brown animals and foods

high-contrast diagonals



Natural language neuron descriptions



Natural language neuron descriptions



Language-based control of GANs

increase activation of neurons 
whose description contains jockey



increase activation of neurons 
whose description contains brown

Language-based control of GANs



Conclusion



Explain everything!

argmin
a ∈ English δ(p( x |   ) ,p( x |      ))a 



Explain everything?
Green and yellow animals, a yellow smiley face, 
and a firefighter's head and jacket.  
The heads of animals  
about animals  
foods in the packet  
Dog and fox eyes.  
This is a animal head.  
Body part of the birds  
The bottom portions of faces of animals.  
Dog heads with black and white.  
Anything that has the color blue in it.  
These are animal heads.  
These are animal heads.  
about animals  
This is showing both parts of animals and parts of 
wheels. 
The color white  
These are diagonal lines.  
Shifting contrast colors, either light-dark-light or 
dark-light-dark.  
Doors, windows, and see-through objects.  
Turtle shells and regular overlapping patterns are 
shown.  
Objects that have light and dark toned streaks.  

Red clothing, vehicles, plants, and objects.  
Human skin  
The black areas are highlighted in the images.  
The images show body coverings of animals 
including fur, feathers, hair, and claws.  
It shows an image that has a bit of white in it.  
These are flowers and animal fur.  
This regions is that is being highlighted are spots.  
eyes and mouth  
face of all animals  
This is fruit and other circles.  
Face of dogs  
Dog faces and bodies.  
The face area is highlighted in the images.  
eyes and beak  
People's faces and other body parts.  
Green grass, plants, and objects.  
This is black and white grids.  
yellow spots surrounded by uniform colors  
body of the dogs  
arches  
all the above are in green color  
Honeycomb, grid, and keyboard button patterns.  
All objects are rounded  

This is text.  
The regions depict lines, some of which radiate 
from a center.  
They are the west or 9 o'clock sections of circular 
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various objects and animals.  
These are grids and vertical ines.  
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1. Say what is true 
2. Say no more than is required 
3. Be relevant 
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[Grice 1975]
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What can we learn from language users about how to explain  
models effectively?
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Summary

1. Represent “meanings” of learned representations and 
features as distributions over model inputs, and generate 
explanations by summarizing these distributions with 
language. 

2. Compositionality matters! Lots of interpretable behaviors 
can’t be explained with a fixed vocabulary of primitives. 

3. “Natural” language matters: real networks are probably too 
complex for logical explanations alone.
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